Cognitive and home environmental predictors of change in sugar-sweetened beverage consumption among adolescents
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Sugar-sweetened beverage (SSB) consumption may increase risk for unnecessary weight gain. To develop interventions discouraging consumption, more insight is needed about cognitive and environmental predictors related to the decrease in SSB consumption. The present paper aims (1) to describe the relationship between potential cognitive determinants of change (attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control and intentions) and perceived environmental factors (family food rule and home availability of SSB) with changes in SSB consumption between baseline and 4-month follow-up and (2) to study whether the relationships between the environmental factors and SSB consumption are mediated by the cognitive determinants. Information on possible predictors and SSB intake at baseline and 4-month follow-up was provided by 348 Dutch adolescents (aged 12–13 years) through online questionnaires that were completed at school. Multilevel logistic regression and mediation analyses were used to determine direct and indirect associations between predictors and behaviour. The present results show that a high perceived behavioural control to decrease intake at baseline was associated with a decrease in consumption of SSB between baseline and follow-up (OR = 0·53). Low availability and a stricter family food rule were associated with a decrease in SSB consumption between baseline and follow-up (OR = 2·39, 0·54). The association between availability and decrease in SSB consumption was for 68% mediated by perceived behavioural control to drink less. In conclusion, interventions to decrease SSB intake should focus on improving attitudes and perceived behavioural control to reduce intake, and on limiting home availability and stimulating stricter family food rules regarding SSB consumption.

Adolescents: Determinants: Sugar-sweetened beverages: Soft drinks: Environment

Sugar-sweetened beverage (SSB) intake has been associated with an increased risk for overweight and obesity1,2. High SSB intake is very common among adolescents3–6. Estimates range from half to one litre of soft drink consumption on average per day3–5 with a frequency of almost 5 d per week6. In the past decades, there has been an increase in SSB consumption among adolescents worldwide5,7,8. Therefore, to prevent the development of overweight and obesity among adolescents, decreasing the consumption of SSB is an important target in behavioural interventions. To be able to develop effective interventions aimed at lowering SSB intake, a detailed understanding of the determinants of this specific behaviour among adolescents is needed9. Specifically, more knowledge about the determinants of improving a behaviour (e.g. decreased SSB consumption) as opposed to determinants of a healthy behaviour (e.g. little SSB consumption) is needed.

The theory of planned behaviour (TPB) is one of the most widely used models in studying potential determinants of health behaviours, including dietary behaviours10. The theory postulates that a behaviour is predicted by an intention to engage in this behaviour and that this intention is determined by attitudes (perceived pros and cons of the behaviour), subjective norm (perception of important others’ expectations regarding the behaviour) and perceived behavioural control (perceived difficulty to engage in the behaviour)11. Some cross-sectional and one longitudinal study has used the TPB to explore possible determinants of SSB intake12–16. For SSB consumption, consistent relationships were found with attitude, subjective norm and intention, whereas the relationship between perceived behavioural control and SSB consumption was less consistent.

The Environmental Research Framework for Weight Gain Prevention is a framework that posits clear mediation and interaction between cognitive and environmental determinants of energy balance behaviours17. Environmental influences are hypothesised to influence behaviour either directly or indirectly via cognitions. To increase our understanding of the mechanisms between environmental and cognitive determinants, the mediating role of cognitive factors in the relationship between environmental factors and behaviour is currently an important target in behavioural research. The home food environment may be of specific importance for adolescents, since adolescents consume a lot of SSB at home18. Both the availability of SSB and the family food rules for consumption of SSB provide specific conditions that might influence SSB intake at home. Therefore, availability
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(i.e. the physical environment) and family food rules (i.e. a political factor) have been studied as possible correlates of SSB consumption in some studies (mostly cross-sectional; one longitudinal)\(^2\)\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^4\)\(^–\)\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^1\)\(^7\)\(^2\)\(^0\), providing evidence that such factors may indeed be of additional importance. Studies are now needed to investigate potential cognitive and environmental factors together, and preferably in longitudinal research\(^2\)\(^1\).

The purpose of the present study was to use longitudinal data to identify cognitive and environmental predictors of changes in SSB consumption among adolescents over a 4-month period. The cognitive measures were derived from the TPB and included attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control and intention toward reducing the intake of SSB. The environmental variables included availability and the family food rule at home regarding SSB consumption. In addition, we explored whether the effect of the environmental factors on SSB consumption was mediated by the cognitive factors (attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control and intentions) in the pathway between environmental factors (availability and family food rule) and change in behaviours (intake of SSB). The conceptual framework is shown in Fig. 1.

**Methods**

The present paper used longitudinal data of the FATaintPHAT intervention study for secondary analysis.

FATaintPHAT is an intervention study that targets adolescents to prevent excessive weight gain through changes in energy balance-related behaviours. The study design and intervention are described thoroughly elsewhere\(^2\)\(^2\). In the present study, control group data regarding SSB intake and determinants from baseline and 4-month follow-up were used.

**Study design and participants**

Twenty secondary schools in Rotterdam and surrounding areas provided consent to participate in the FATaintPHAT study of which nine control schools were randomly assigned to the no intervention control group. Data from this group were used for the present study. Approximately, four classes per school were randomly selected to participate in the study. During school year 2006–2007, baseline (from November till February) and 4-month follow-up (from March till June) measurements were conducted among adolescents aged 12–13 years (first grade). In The Netherlands, schools for secondary education vary by educational level, ranging from lower vocational to university preparatory. Schools varying from vocational level up to university preparatory level participated in the present study. The study sample consisted of 398 students. The response rate was 56 %.

**Procedure**

At baseline and follow-up, electronic, self-administered questionnaires were administered to the students and used to assess intake of SSB, students’ personal cognitions and perceived environmental factors. Questionnaires were administered during a classroom lesson (about 45 min) under supervision of a research assistant. To increase participation rates, MP3 players were raffled at the end of the study among students who had completed all measurements.

**Measures**

Sugar-sweetened beverage intake. SSB were defined as carbonated soda, non-carbonated sugar-sweetened drinks and sport drinks. Frequency (‘on how many days of the last 7 days did you drink SSB?’) and quantity (‘on a day you drank SSB, how much did you consume on average on a single day?’) were assessed; answer categories were number of glasses (200 ml), cans (333 ml) and bottles (500 ml) of SSB. Total daily SSB consumption was calculated as the average intake in millilitres per day. The FFQ that we used is based on a validated questionnaire\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^6\)\) and is frequently applied for assessing SSB intake among adolescents\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^5\). The 10-d test–retest reliability was \(r = 0.59\)\(^2\)\(^6\). Because normality checks showed that the intake was not normally distributed, we dichotomised SSB consumption into more than 400 ml (1) or equal or less than 400 ml (0) per day, according to the median value of the dataset. This value also represents an often recommended maximum intake of SSB and provides therefore a meaningful cut-off point.

**Individual cognitions and environmental factors.** Cognitions specific for drinking less SSB according to the TPB (attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioural control and intention) were assessed on five-point bipolar scales. General attitude toward drinking less SSB was measured with one item (e.g. for me drinking less SSB is very bad (−2) – very good (+2)). Parental subjective norm was assessed with one item (e.g. do you think your parents want you to drink less SSB? certainly yes (+2) – certainly not (−2)). Perceived behavioural control was assessed with two items covering the dimensions easy/difficult (e.g. do you think it is difficult or easy to drink less SSB? very difficult (−2) – very easy (+2)) and the likelihood of succeeding (e.g. do you think you will succeed in drinking less SSB if you want to? certainly yes (+2) – certainly not (−2)). These two variables were combined into one construct perceived behavioural control (Cronbach’s \(\alpha = 0.74\)). Intention to change the behaviour was assessed with one item (e.g. do you intend to drink less SSB in the upcoming year? certainly yes (+2) – certainly not (−2)). All individual cognitions were dichotomised because of the skewed distributions, where −2 till 0 were coded as 0 and +1 till +2 was coded as 1.

Perceived home availability and the family food rule were assessed using five-point bipolar items. Availability at home was assessed with one item (e.g. are there SSB available at home? always (+2), almost always (+1), sometimes (0), seldom (−1) and never (−2)). This item was dichotomised as −2 till 0 or 0 and +1 till +2 as 1. The family food rule
was assessed with one item (e.g. are you allowed to drink as much SSB as you like at home? always (−2), almost always (−1), sometimes (0), seldom (+1) and never (+2). This item was dichotomised as −2 till −1 as 0 (liberal) and 0 till +2 as 1 (strict).

Demographics. Questions on age (how old are you? 11–18 or older), sex (are you a boy or a girl? boy; girl), educational level (indicate what level of education you attend (low vocational; higher vocation; middle; pre-university; pre-university plus)) and ethnicity (assessed with three items: what is your country of birth? what is your mother’s country of birth? what is your father’s country of birth) were included in the questionnaire. Respondents’ ethnicity was categorised as either Dutch (both parents are born in the Netherlands) or non-Dutch according to Statistics Netherlands.(27)

Analyses
Respondents with missing data on the potential determinants or intakes at baseline and/or at follow-up were deleted from the analyses (n 36). Z-scores (value minus the mean of all values divided by the standard deviation) for the intakes were calculated, and outliers above z-score 3·29 (P<0·001, two-tailed test) were recoded as missing (n 14). In addition, SSB intake levels above an average of 3 litres per day were truncated at 3 litres (n 20).

Multilevel logistic regression analyses were performed using MLwiN 2.02. A two-level structure was used to take the nesting structure of students within schools into account(28). We fitted a model with the intercept and the baseline intake variable to examine the significance of the between-schools variance in changes in intake between schools. Significance was calculated with the one-tailed Wald statistic following a χ² distribution with one degree of freedom. Significance of variance would indicate that the SSB intake clusters within schools. However, the between-school variance (random intercept) was 0·000 and consequently multilevel analyses were not required. Thus, we continued the regression analyses in SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

We fitted several regression models(29). First, we fitted a model with potentially confounder variables sex, age and ethnicity and baseline intake. Secondly, we added attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control to the model. This model shows the significance of the more distal TPB predictors on change in intake. Thirdly, we added the most proximal TPB predictor intention to the model to examine whether intention was significantly related to change in intake after correcting for other predictors of the TPB and confounders. Fourthly, we added availability and family food rule to the model to investigate whether these factors were associated with change in intake after correcting for cognitive factors. Fifthly, we removed the TPB variables from the model to be able to describe the association of the environmental factors and intake, only corrected for the baseline intake and background variables. The models with time 2 behaviour as dependent variable and time 1 behaviour as covariate allow for a prediction of change in behaviour over the 4-month period(30,31). So, an OR larger than one reflects an increased likelihood of having changed to the higher intake group, and thus a decreased likelihood that a high score on the determinant predicts a decrease in intake from >400 ml to ≤400 ml, while an OR lower than one reflects an increased likelihood that a high score on the determinant predicts a decrease in intake from >400 ml to ≤400 ml.

Mediation analysis following the product-of-coefficients test as described by McKinnon(32) was used to see whether cognitive variables (at baseline) mediated the relation between the environmental factors (at baseline) and change in intake (intake at follow-up adjusted for baseline intake). Separate analyses were performed for the environmental factors availability and family food rules. An effect was said to be mediated if (1) the environmental variable had a statistically significant effect on the hypothesised mediator (cognitive variables; a coefficient); (2) the hypothesised mediator (the cognitive variable) was associated with the outcome (change in SSB consumption) after controlling for the environmental variable (b coefficient); (3) the mediated effect (product of the a and b coefficients) was statistically significant. Because the product of two coefficients is not normally distributed, we used bootstrapping to determine the significance of the mediated effect(32). With bootstrap, the empirical distribution of the data is used to determine the confidence limits around the estimate of the mediated effect. A sample with replacement was drawn 1000 times from the original study sample. In each new sample, the mediated effect, a × b, was estimated. The mediated effect estimated in each bootstrap sample was used to form a bootstrap distribution of the mediated effect estimates, and 95 % CI were obtained from the bootstrap distribution (the 2·5th and 97·5th percentiles)(32). Percentage-mediated effect was calculated as ab/c, where c is the coefficient in the relationship between predictor (availability or family food rules) and outcome (change in SSB). All statistical models employed in these analyses were adjusted for a set of covariates, namely sex, educational level, ethnicity and baseline intake. Mediation analyses were performed with S-PLUS 6.0 (Insightful, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA).

The present study was conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki, and all procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Erasmus University Medical Center. Written informed consent was obtained from all students and parents.

Results
Approximately, 73 % of the study participants were Dutch and 51 % attended higher secondary schools (Table 1). Individual cognitions regarding decreasing intake of SSB, food rule and perceived availability of SSB are described in Table 2.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the participating students (Netherlands; 12–13 years) at baseline (2006–2007)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Students (n 348)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% boys)</td>
<td>47·7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (% Dutch)</td>
<td>72·7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at baseline (years)</td>
<td>12·6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12·6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0·58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School level (% high level)*</td>
<td>50·6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*High school level is pre-university and pre-university plus (Havo/VWO).
showing that 23 % intended to drink less SSB in the future. In approximately 76 % of the homes of the students, SSB were always or almost always available. About half of the students (47 %) were allowed to drink as much as they wanted to drink. Almost half of the adolescents drank 400 ml or more per day. Approximately, 18 % of the students decreased their intake from >400 to ≤400 ml per day, and 14 % of the students increased their intake.

Table 3 shows the results of the stepwise logistic regression analysis on change in intake categories of SSB (more than 400 ml or equal or less than 400 ml). Being a girl was associated with a lower likelihood for an increase in consumption. Additionally, a positive perceived behavioural control and a positive attitude to decrease SSB consumption were related to a decrease in consumption over time (model 2). This relationship became non-significant for attitude, but remained significant for perceived behavioural control when intention, food rule and perceived availability were added to the model (models 3 and 4). In model 4, lower home availability and more restrictions on consumption were associated with a decrease in consumption over time. No significant relations with change in SSB consumption were found for education, ethnicity, subjective norms and intentions. Perceived availability and food rule were directly associated with intention after controlling for baseline and background variables (model 5).

The relationship between availability and change in SSB consumption was mediated by perceived behavioural control to decrease intake (top of Fig. 2). Of the association between availability and change in SSB intake, 68 % was mediated by perceived behavioural control. So, low availability is associated with high perceived behavioural control to decrease intake and this is associated with a decrease in intake. The relationship between availability or food rule and change in SSB consumption was not significantly mediated by any other cognition (bottom of Fig. 2).

**Discussion**

**Main findings**

The present study is one of the few studies that examined potential cognitive determinants of decreasing SSB intake as well as family food rules and perceived home availability of SSB as predictors of change in SSB consumption using longitudinal data. The present results show that adolescents with a high perceived behavioural control and more positive attitudes to decrease SSB intake were more likely to decrease their intake. In addition, adolescents reporting low availability of SSB at home and a family food rule, which restricted them to drink as much SSB as they liked, were more likely to decrease their intake as compared with students with high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Multilevel stepwise logistic regression of change in sugar-sweetened beverages consumption on hypothesised predictors (cognitions and environmental factors; n 348; Netherlands; year 2006–2007; age 12–13 years) (Odds ratios and 95 % confidence intervals)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1 ( (R^2 24 %) )</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline intake</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong> (girls v. boys)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong> (high v. low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong> (non-Dutch v. Dutch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude</strong> (high v. low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective norm</strong> (high v. low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBC</strong> (high v. low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intention</strong> (high v. low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong> (high v. low)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( R^2 \), percentage variance explained; PBC, perceived behavioural control.

* Significant predictors.
† Baseline intake and sex together explain 23 % of the variance.
availability and a liberal rule. The association between availability and decrease in SSB consumption was almost completely mediated by perceived behavioural control, which means that most of the effects of low availability on decrease in intake are explained by perceived behavioural control, i.e. children feel confident in reducing their SSB consumption when the availability of SSB is limited.

Explanation and interpretation of results

Literature on cognitive determinants of SSB consumption shows that attitudes, subjective norm and intentions of consuming SSB are related to intake\(^{(4,5,12,13,15,19)}\). The relationship between perceived behavioural control and SSB consumption is unclear\(^{(4,5,12,13,16,19)}\). We found significant relationships for attitudes and perceived behavioural control with changes in intake, but not for subjective norm and intention. Differences in results among different studies might be explained by different types of determinants that were measured as well as differences in study designs and the ways the potential determinants were assessed. We assessed determinants of behavioural change, while other studies measured determinants of low intake or situational intake. In addition, the design of the present study was longitudinal, whereas the designs of most other studies (except \(^{(14)}\)) were cross-sectional. This difference may reveal differential associations, because longitudinal outcomes represent prediction and possibly causality, while cross-sectional studies only provide information on association. We were not able to test differences in associations between cross-sectional and longitudinal associations within the present study because of the way we assessed the cognitive factors (i.e. as related to change in behaviour).

Regarding possible physical and political environmental determinants, the present results showed that higher availability at home and a less strict family food rule were related to an increase in SSB intake. No other studies on possible determinants of change in intake have been published, but we could compare the present results with studies on possible determinants of intake. In that case, the present results are in accordance with most previous research\(^{(4,12,13,16)}\). However, one study showed that availability was not related in girls, and family food rules were not related with intake in boys and girls\(^{(16)}\). Furthermore, higher availability at home has been shown to be positively related to higher perceived behavioural control to drink soda\(^{(12,13)}\). In accordance, we found that higher home availability is related to a lower perceived behavioural control to drink less SSB. In addition, we found that perceived behavioural control mediates the relationship between availability and intake. The relationship between availability and perceived behavioural control indicates that one could influence an adolescents’ perceived behavioural control by altering the home availability, which might add greatly to a direct target of increasing the perceived behavioural control of an adolescent. We did not find any mediation of cognitions in the relationship between family

---

**Fig. 2.** Mediation analyses of cognitions to drink less sugar-sweetened beverages (SSB) in the association between availability (top of the figure)/food rule (bottom of the figure) and intake (n = 348; Netherlands; year 2006–2007; age 12–13 years); \(a\), \(b\) and \(c\) are \(\beta\)-coefficients.
food rules and SSB intake. This confirms previous research where more strict parental practices were related to less SSB consumption, but this effect was largely unmediated by social cognitions. The direct association between high perceived behavioural control, high home availability and a strict parental rule, and intake indicate that in future interventions to decrease SSB consumption, these cognitive and environmental factors should be targeted. The mediation between availability and intake by perceived behavioural control emphasises the important role of home availability and stresses the importance of targeting home availability in future interventions. So, the present results suggest an important role for parents. Although adolescents are becoming more autonomous while growing up, the influence of the parents is still important.

Limitations

The first limitation of the present study regards the follow-up period that we used with regard to the stability of the possible determinants. The time lag between baseline and follow-up may have been too long, thus obscuring relevant relationships in shorter periods of time. The optimal follow-up period is related to stability of determinants within students over time. We could not find any research regarding the stability of determinants of behavioural change. Individual cognitions of behaviours are considered stable over a longer time period. However, determinants of behavioural change might be more susceptible to variations due to, e.g. health eating campaigns, obscuring the relations that we examined.

The second limitation is that both behaviour and determinants are self-reported, which might lead to recall bias and social desirable answers. Overweight girls tend to underreport mainly foods high in energy density and low in nutrients, like SSB. This, however, does not necessarily mean that change in intake over a 4-month period is prone to bias as well.

The third limitation is that we dichotomised the outcome variable, SSB intake, because of its skewed distribution. The dichotomised outcome is probably a less sensitive outcome measure than a continuous one, because you look at change between intake categories (more or equal/less than 400 ml) and not at any change in intake, resulting in an underestimation of the change in intake. Only when the changes in intake were present about the 400 ml turning point, the dichotomised outcome would be more sensitive. Examination of our data shows that this latter situation is not applicable in the present study. Despite the weaker dichotomised outcome measure, we did find significant relations, indicating that these predictors are strong predictors of change in intake.

A fourth limitation is that we assessed the cognitive factors with one- (attitude, subjective norm and intention) or two-item measures (perceived behavioural control). These measures may have only covered part of the larger construct. For example, one’s attitude toward SSB intake may not only include an evaluation in terms of good and bad, but also pleasant/unpleasant. However, it is likely that the subtle differences between different evaluations of the same construct are not acknowledged by adolescents. The age group and the classroom administration of the questionnaire forced us to restrict the number of questions as much as possible.

A fifth limitation is that we cannot rule out any seasonal influences on SSB intake, leading to differences in intakes between the measurements. However, because we did not include the summer period in the present study, large seasonal variations are not likely.

Conclusions

The present longitudinal study provides important new insights into cognitive and environmental predictors of changes in SSB consumption. Both personal cognitions (attitude and perceived behavioural control) and factors in the home environment (availability and parental rules) appear to be important for adolescents’ changes in SSB consumption. The results suggest that interventions to decrease SSB intake should focus on improving attitudes and perceived behavioural control to reduce intake, and on limiting home availability and stimulating stricter family food rules regarding SSB consumption.
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